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CHEST HIGH BEAM SCALE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates generally to weighing scales for 
use in weighing human beings, and, more speci?cally, 
relates to a beam scale designed for home or profes~ 
sional use in doctors’ offices or hospitals. As is typical of 
a beam scale, there are two movable weights which are 
adjusted to balance the load on a platform, and the 
position of the weights provides an indication of the 
load applied to the platform. Means are provided to 
ascertain when the weights have been properly adjusted 
and the beam is in balance. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Beam scales have typically been used primarily in 
professional applications such as doctors’ of?ces and in 
hospitals for weighing people with more precision than 
is normally required by an individual weighing himself 
in the home. Accordingly, the scales normally sold and 
purchased for domestic use have been termed “bath 
scales” and typically include rather crude means for 
measuring the amount of displacement of a platform 
against a spring force to provide an indication of weight 
within a pound or two. More recently, the public has 
been interested in monitoring weight more precisely 
than is possible with the usual bath scale. Accordingly, 
there has developed a substantial domestic market for 
beam scales of the type usually sold for professional use. 
The typical professional beam scale has been made 

using entirely metal parts which are fabricated with 
dimensional precision, resulting in very high manufac 
turing costs. In addition, the typical beam scale used by 
doctors would extend to a substantial height above the 
floor so that it could be easily inspected by the user to 
ascertain whether the beam in the scale had been 
brought to its level position by adjusting the various 
weights. This eye level height construction of the beam 
scale made it bulky and cumbersome to transport from 
one place to another. Accordingly, it would be desir 
able to provide a beam scale having the accuracy of the 
presently known professional beam scales while at the 
same time being lower in cost and less bulky in con?gu 
ration. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a chest high beam 
scale which is fabricated primarily of molded plastic 
parts in order to reduce the cost of the scale. The scale 
extends only to chest height rather than eye level height 
and means are provided to permit the user of the scale 
to look downwardly at the top of the scale and still 
ascertain when the beam has been brought to its level or 
balance position. By use of a low friction motion con 
version means the scale makes it possible to see in a 
horizontal plane an indication of the vertical out-of 
level condition of the beam with respect to its support 
arm. This motion conversion means takes the form of an 
indicator wheel mounted for rotation about a horizontal 
axis on the balance beam and positioned to be engaged 
by a horizontally extending pin so that balancing of the 
beam may be accomplished by aligning two indicia 
which move horizontally with respect to one another 
and are easily visible from above. 
The balance beam consists of a molded plastic, rect 

angular frame member having end walls in which 
weight supporting rods are mounted and having an end 
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2 
compartment in which the indicator wheel is journaled. - 
The support arm of the scale which pivotally supports 
the plastic balance beam is also a molded plastic mem 
ber. The base of the scale is of molded plastic or die cast 
metal, having an upwardly facing pocket which re 
ceives a metal pan within which the force collecting 
levers and the load receiving platform are mounted 
providing a scale having low material costs and being 
easy to assemble. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide an improved, low cost, chest high, beam 
scale; 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a chest high beam scale having motion conversion 
means to permit a user to ascertain when the beam is 
balanced by simply looking downwardly at indicia 
means associated with the movable beam and the ?xed 
support arm; 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide a low cost beam scale having a molded plastic 
balance beam and support arm; 

Further objects and advantages of the instant inven 
tion will become obvious to one skilled in the art as the 
following description proceeds, and the features of nov 
elty which characterize the invention will be pointed 
out in the claims annexed to and forming a part of the 
speci?cation. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention will be understood and appre 
ciated more fully from the following detailed descrip 
tion taken in conjunction with the drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of a beam scale 

embodying our invention; 
FIG. 2 is a top view of the head assembly of the scale 

showing the various manual controls used in leveling 
the balancing beam of the scale; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic sectional view showing the 

lever system associated with the load receiving plat 
form and the balance beam, the sectional portion of the 
base being rotated 90 degrees with respect to the actual 
position of the sectioned portion of the head assembly 
for illustration purposes; 
FIG. 4 is a vertical sectional view of the head assem 

bly of the scale shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 5 is a vertical sectional view of the base and 

platform of the scale shown in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of the base with the 

platform removed to show the force gathering levers 
and the force lever which transmits force from the 
platform to the beam in the head assembly; 
FIG. 7 is a top plan view of the head assembly with 

the indicia plate removed; 
FIG. 8 is an exploded perspective view of the head 

assembly showing the indicia plate spaced upwardly 
from its normal position mounted on the beam; 
FIG. 9 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view 

of the level indicating means on the balance beam; 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary perspective view of the end 

of the balance beam similar to FIG. 9 but showing the 
side of the level indicating means opposite from that 
shown in FIG. 9; and 
FIG. 11 is a sectional view of the head supporting 

column showing the corner pockets for receiving the 
base assembly screws. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Referring to FIG. 1 of the drawings, there is shown a 
beam scale designated generally by reference numeral 
14. The scale 14 includes a base 16, a column 18 and a 
head assembly 20 which are assembled and retained 
together in a manner to be described below. 
The base 16 may be a die cast metal part or may be 

formed of molded plastic and includes a shallow up 
wardly facing pocket 22 within which is received a 
correspondingly shaped metal pan 24. Screws extend 
ing through the adjacent bottom portions of the pan 24 
and the base 16 secure the pan 24 in assembled relation 
to the base 16. The pan 24 serves to mount four force 
collecting levers 26 which have their outermost ends 
pivoted in the corners of the pan 24 by L-shaped brack 
ets 28, having upwardly extending portions 280 which 
serve as knife edge pivots. Spaced inwardly of the ends 
of the force gathering levers 26 are W-shaped members 

15 

30 which are adapted to support a platform 32 with ‘ 
engagement by inverted U-shaped brackets 34 welded 
to the underside of the platform 32. The arrangement of 
the platform 32, the U-shaped brackets 34, the W 
shaped members 30 and the levers 26 are conventional 
and form no part of the instant invention other than 
providing a means for delivering the load applied to the 
platform 32 to a force lever 36. The force lever 36 is 
pivoted at one end to a bracket 38 by pin 38a and has the 
other end extending through an opening 40 formed in 
the side of the pocket 22. The force lever 36 extends 
into a second pocket 42 which faces downwardly and is 
positioned in a portion 44 of the base 16 extending later 
ally from the portion de?ning the pocket 22. 
As may best be seen in FIG. 5, the force lever 36 

extends into the pocket 42 so that the end of the force 
lever 36 remote from its pivot mounting pin 38a is posi 

' ' tioned beneath and in alignment with the passageway in 
the column 18 which extends upwardly from the base 
16. The portion 44 of the base 16 is formed with an 
opening 45 which communicates between the pocket 42 
and the interior of the column 18. A vertically extend 
ing link 46 is positioned within the hollow column 18 
extending through the opening 45 and interconnects the 
force lever 36 with the head assembly 20 in a manner to 
be described in greater detail below. 
A cross-sectional view of column 18 is shown in FIG. 

11 to illustrate the manner in which column 18 is se 
cured to the base 16. The column is box-shaped with 
side walls 18a which join each other at right angles. At 
the corners within the column 18 there are angled walls 
18b which provide longitudinally extending pockets 
into which screws 19 extend upwardly through the top 
wall of base 16. The screws 19 are self-tapping and 
engage the triangular passageways formed by walls 18a 
and 18b to secure ?rmly the column 18 to the base 16. 

Prior to describing the details of the head assembly 
20, a brief description will be given of the force levers, 
the balance beam and how these elements are intercon 
nected, making reference to FIG. 3 which is a simpli 
?ed, schematic showing of the system. The head assem 
bly 20 includes a laterally extending support arm 48 
which is mounted on the top of the column 18 by means 
of a downwardly extending sleeve 50 in which the top 
of the column 18 is received and retained by screws (not 
shown). The support arm 48 has, adjacent to the right 
end thereof, as shown in FIG. 3, a knife edge pivot 52 
on which a force lever 54 is supported. The force lever 
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4 
54 is restrained to a limited extent from moving up 
wardly away from the pivot 52 by a retainer wall 55 
which is molded integrally with arm 62 and overlies the 
end of the force lever 54 as best shown in FIGS. 4 and 
9. Intermediate its ends, the force lever 54 has a pair of 
knife edge bearings or supports 56 extending from op 
posite sides thereof, one being shown in FIG. 3. A U 
shaped yoke 58 has legs extending on both sides of the 
lever 54 and is formed with openings 58a in which the 
knife edge bearings 56 are received. The yoke 58 serves 
to interconnect the force lever 54 with the link 46 to 
transmit a downward force from the force lever 36 in 
the base 16 to the force lever 54 in the head assembly 20. 
At the left end of the support arm 48 as shown in 

FIG. 3, there is provided a pair of laterally spaced knife 
edge bearings 60 (one of which is shown in FIGS. 3 and 
4) which pivotally support a balance beam 62. In order 
to interconnect the balance beam 62 with the force 
lever 54, there is provided a link 64 which at its lower 
end engages a hook-like projection 540 on the left end 
of the force lever 54 and at its upper end engages a V 
bearing 66 which is supported on the balance beam 62. 
In order to counterbalance the forces transmitted to the 
balance beam 62 to the left of the bearing 60, as shown 
in FIG. 3, there are provided small and large balance 
weights 68 and 70, respectively, which are disposed to 
the right of the pivot point 60. 
From the foregoing, it should be clear that the force 

from a load applied to the platform 32 is transmitted to 
the force lever 36 through the four force gathering 
levers 26. The force gathering levers engage the force 
lever 36 to the left of the pivot mounting pin 380 at the 
right end as shown in FIG. 3, causing the force lever 36 
to pivot counterclockwise, placing a downward force 
on the link 46. This force in turn is transmitted to the 
force lever 54 which is pivoted at 52, thereby causing 
the force lever 54 to pivot counterclockwise about the 
pivot 52 and to exert a downward force through the 
link 64 on the balance beam 62, causing it to pivot coun 
terclockwise around the pivot at the bearings 60. The 
load applied force tending to pivot the balance beam 62 
counterclockwise is balanced by the large and small 
weights 70 and 68 which may be adjustably positioned 
as will be described below to balance the beam 62. The 
positions of the weights 68 and 70 required to balance 
the beam 62 provides an accurate indication of the mag 
nitude of the load applied to the platform 32 or in nor 
mal use, the weight of the individual standing on the 
platform. 

Since the balance beam 62 is pivoted at 60 which is 
located at a point displaced considerably to the left (as 
viewed in FIG. 4) from the center point of the beam, it 
is desirable to provide a ?xed counterbalance weight 71 
which is designed to balance the beam 62 about the 
pivot 60. The weight 71 may take the form of a series of 
plates secured to downwardly projecting bosses molded 
in the beam 62. 
To better understand the constuction of the head 

assembly 20, reference should be made to FIG. 8 in 
which the head assembly is shown in perspective. The 
balance beam 62 is made up primarily of a molded plas 
tic frame member 72 having a front wall 72a, end walls 
72b and 72c and a rear wall 720'. These walls 72a, 72b, 
72c and 72d form a rectangular frame having an up 
wardly facing top opening 72e which is closed by an 
indicia plate 74 shown in a disassembled or exploded 
position in FIG. 8, whereas, in FIGS. 1 and 2 it is shown 
positioned in the opening 72e. Screws (not shown) ex 
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tend through openings in the indicia plate 74 into 
threaded engagement with openings in the bosses 75 
molded integrally with the frame 72 to retain the plate 
74 assembled to the frame 72. The plate 74 is formed 
with three slots 74a, 74b and 740. The above described 
balance weights 68 and 70, as well as a zeroing weight 
76 include portions 68a, 70a and 760 which extend 
through the slots 74a, 74c and 74b, respectively, for 
connection with manual adjustment means or indicators 
80, 82 and 84 as are best shown in FIG. 2. Thus, in 
balancing the balance beam 62, the user would initially 
zero the scale 14 using the adjustment means or knob 84 
to balance the beam while there is no load on the plat 
form of the scale. Then, after stepping onto the platform 
32, the large weight 70 is adjusted to the nearest weight 
increment position available which is less than the ac 
tual weight of the person being measured. Thus, if the 
person being weighed was between 160 pounds and 170 
pounds, the indicator 82 would be set on 150 pounds. 
The selectable increments for the indicator 82 are 50 
pounds apart, there being settings for 0, 50, 100, 150, 
200, 250 and 300 pounds. 
As may best be seen in FIG. 2, there are notches 74d 

associated with one side of the slot 740. Associated with 
each one of these notches is a weight indication, there 
being 50 pound increments between each of the 
notches. The notches 74d cooperate with the projection 
70a on the weight 70 to form a detent mechanism which 
locates the weight 70 in one of the selected positions. 

After the large weight 70 has been positioned, the 
small weight 68 is adjusted by means of the indicator 80 
until the beam 62 is balanced, at which time the weight 
may be determined by adding the readings of the indica 
tors 80 and 82. This manner of adjusting multiple 
weights to measure weight with a beam scale is old and 
well known in the art. 

Within the frame member 72 of the balance beam 62, 
there is a partition wall 72f which is spaced from and 
parallel to the end wall 72c and is best shown in FIGS. 
9 and 10. The partition wall 72f has as one of its func 
tions the support of a pair of weight support rods 86 and 
88. The rods 86 and 88 are mounted at one end in the 
partition wall 72f and at the other end in the end wall 
72b of the frame member 72 by means of channels 90 
which face upwardly and cradle the ends of the rods 86 
and 88. To retain the rods within the channels 90, there 
are projections formed on the underside of the indicator 
plate 74 which engage the rods 86 and 88 and prevent 
upward movement from the channels 90. The weights 
68, 70 and 76 are made of die cast metal and are pro 
vided with passageways in which the rods 86 or 88 are 
received. The large weight 70 is different from the other 
weights 68 and 76 in that it is eccentrically mounted 
with respect to its support rod 88 so that it tends to 
rotate about the rod 88. The purpose of the eccentric 
mounting with most of the weight being positioned 
rearwardly of the rod 88 is to cause the projection 70a 
to be urged against the rear of the slot 740 tending to 
seat the projection 70a in one of the notches 74d to 
create the detent type action described above. Thus, as 
the indicator 82 is slid along the slot 740, it will tend to 
stop as it reaches each notch 74a’ and can be moved 
along only by applying a slight forward pressure to the 
indicator 82 to rock the weight 70 about the support rod 
88 and thereby disengage the projection 7011 from the 
notch 74d. 
The frame member 72 is formed to have a down 

wardly facing opening 72g within which the support 
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6 
arm 48 is received, as is best shown in FIG. 4. The 
support arm 48 in FIG. 3 is shown schematically as are 
the other parts and is not shown to extend completely 
across the opening 72g. As shown in FIG. 4, the support 
arm 48 extends across opening 72g to form effectively a 
closure for that opening. Since the balance beam 62 is 
mounted for limited pivotal movement with respect to 
the support arm 48, there is a slight clearance between 
an upwardly extending flange 4811 on the support arm 
and the walls defining the opening 72g. The frame mem 
ber 72 cooperates with the support arm 48 and the over 
lying indicia plate 74 to form a housing for the force 
lever 54, the weights 68, 70 and 76, and the innercon 
necting linkages and weight support rods 86 and 88. 

In order to provide the plastic parts which comprise 
the support arm 48 and the balance beam 62 with suit 
able bearing portions for the pivotal connection of the 
various levers, there are metal inserts provided which 
are mounted in slotted portions, or pockets, in the plas 
tic member. In this connection, the knife edge bearing 
52 for supporting the right end of the force lever 54 as 
shown in FIG. 3 is a metal plate received in cooperating 
slots in the support arm 48. Similarly, there are metal 
plates forming the spaced knife edge pivots 60 which 
insert into slots in the support arm 48 and which cooper 
ate with V-shaped metal inserts which are received in 
slots in the balance beam 62. As shown in FIG. 8, there 
is a transversely extending double wall 72h which is 
shown in section in FIG. 4 as supporting a V-shaped 
metal bearing member 92 which cooperates with one of 
the knife edge bearing 60. These metallic inserts provide 
the wear characteristics necessary for precision bear 
ings which would not be obtainable with the plastic 
parts 48 and 72 themselves. 

Similarly, with respect to the link 64, the frame mem 
ber 72 is formed with another transversely extending 
double wall 72j which supports a V-shaped metal insert 
94 which forms the V-bearing 66 engaged by the link 
64. In connection with the link 64, it should be noted 
that it projects downwardly below the force lever 54 
and has an opening formed in the lower end through 
which an extension 72k (shown in FIG. 4) molded inte 
grally with the support arm 48 extends. The purpose of 
the interengagement between the opening in the lower 
end of the link 64 and the projection 72k is to restrict the 
pivotal movement of the balance beam 62 with respect 
to the support arm 48. The opening in the bottom of the 
link 64 for the projection 72k is suf?ciently large to 
permit enough pivotal movement of the balance beam 
62 about the pivot 60 to determine when the system is in 
balance or out of balance. 
Turning now to the means for determining whether 

the beam 62 is in balance or out of balance, attention is 
directed to FIGS. 8, 9 and 10 which disclose the indica 
tor wheel 100 which is a ?at disk like member posi 
tioned with its plane extending vertically and provided 
with a horizontally disposed axle 102 as shown in FIG. 
4. The axle 102 is journaled in open upwardly facing 
channels formed on the walls 72c and 72]? as is best 
shown in FIGS. 7 and 10. Projections extending down 
wardly from the indicator plate 74 overlie the ends of 
the axle 102 and cooperate with the open channels to 
journal the axle 102 for rotatable movement. The indi 
cator wheel 100 is formed with a radially extending slot 
100a within which is received a pin 104 which projects 
horizontally from a post 106 carried by the right end of 
the support arm 48 as shown in FIG. 4. As a conse 
quence of the engagement of the pin 104 within the slot 
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100a, any relative movement between the support arm 
48 and the balance beam 62 results in a rotation of the 
indicator wheel 100. In the level or balanced position of 
the indicator wheel and the associated balance beam 62, 
the slot 100a in the wheel 100 is positioned in a gener 

“ ally horizontal plane. 
Formed at the top on the periphery of the indicator 

wheel 100 is a line 1001) which is used to show when the 
balance beam is in balance. As best shown in FIGS. 2 
and 8, there is provided at the right end of the indicia 
plate 74 a slot covered by a transparent housing 108. 
The indicator wheel 100 extends outwardly through the 
opening 72e in the frame 72 and through the slot formed 
in the indicia plate 74 into the transparent housing 108, 
the housing being shaped to conform closely to the 
contour of the sector of the wheel 100 extending 
through the plate 74. An indicia line 110 formed on the 
transparent housing 108 provides a ?xed reference to 
which the line 100b on the wheel 100 may be aligned. 
This enables the user of the scale to look downwardly at 
the head assembly 20 and by viewing the relative posi 
tions of the lines 110 on the transparent housing 108 and 
the line 10% on the indicator wheel 100 is able to deter 
mine whether the beam 62 is in balance or-out of bal 
ance. Assuming the beam is not in balance because the 
lines 110 and 10% are out of alignment, the user may 
then adjust the indicator 80 to reposition the small 
weight 68 and bring the beam 62 into balance. 
The wheel 100 is very lightweight, being made of 

and 72c provide a substantially frictionless support for 
the wheel 100. The wheel 100 is molded with a second 
radial slot of the same size and diametrically aligned 

‘ with the slot 1000 so that the wheel 100 is balanced 
about its axis and will not tend to unbalance the beam 
62. In addition, the sliding engagement between the pin 

I ‘ 104 and the slot 100a provides a very low friction con 
nection which has little or no tendency to disturb the 
balance of the beam 62. Accordingly, there is provided 
a motion conversion means whereby the vertical dis 

‘ placement of the beam 62 from its level or balance posi 
tion is indicated in a horizontal plane by the line 10% on 
‘the wheel 100 so that the user of the scale 14 may look 
down and readily determine whether the balance beam 
is in balance or out of balance. 
The motion conversion means including the wheel 

100 permits the scale 14 to be made of lesser height than 
most professional beam scales, and the use of the 
molded plastic parts for the base, the support arm and 
the balance beam provide a low cost construction. The 
combination of the more compact design and the lower 
cost results in a beam scale which is more suitable for 
the domestic market than any beam scales heretofore 
available on the market or known in the art. 
We claim: 
1. vA beam scale comprising a base and platform, a 

hollow column having a bottom end supported by said 
base, a head assembly being supported at an upper end 
of said column, said head assembly including a balance 
beam and a support arm, said support arm being secured 
to said upper end of said column and extending trans 
versely with respect to said column and having means 
to pivotally support said balance beam, a ?rst force 
lever mounted on said support arm and pivotally con 
nected to said balance beam, a second force lever in said 
base supporting said platform and having one end ex 
tending into vertical alignment with said column, a link 
interconnecting said force levers to transmit force pro 
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8 
duced by a load on said platform to pivot said balance 
beam, movable weights carried by said balance beam to 
balance the force produced by said load on said plat 
form, means to sense a balance condition in said balance 
beam, said last mentioned means including an indicator 
wheel mounted on said beam for rotation about a sub 
stantially horizontal axis, indicia means on said wheel 
and said beam to sense a balance condition of said beam 
by indicating when it is level, said indicia means being 
disposed in a substantially horizontal plane so that said 
indicia means may be viewed from above, said indicia 
means on said wheel being positioned at the uppermost 
edge of said wheel when said beam is in said balanced 
condition. 

2. The beam scale of claim 1 wherein said means to 
sense a balance condition includes means mounted on 
said support arm which engage said wheel at a point 
spaced from its axis of rotation to rotate said wheel in 
opposite directions as it moves in either direction from 
said level position. 

3. A beam scale comprising a base and platform, a 
hollow column having a bottom end supported by said 
base, a head assembly being supported at an upper end 
of said column, said head assembly including a balance 
beam and a support arm, said support arm being secured 
to said upper end of said column and extending trans 
versely with respect to said column and having means 
to pivotally support said balance beam, a ?rst force 
lever mounted on said support arm and pivotally con 
nected to said balance beam, a second force lever in said 
base supporting said platform and having one end ex 
tending into vertical alignment with said column, a link 
interconnecting said force levers to transmit force pro 
duced by a load on said platform to pivot said balance 
beam, movable weights carried by said balance beam to 
balance the force produced by said load on said plat 
form, means to sense a balance condition in said balance 
beam, said last mentioned means including an indicator 
wheel mounted on said beam for rotation about a sub 
stantially horizontal axis, indicia means on said wheel 
and said beam to sense a balance condition of said beam 
by indicating when it is level, said means to sense a 
balance condition including means mounted on said 
support arm which engage said wheel at a point spaced 
from its axis of rotation to rotate said wheel in opposite 
directions as it moves in either direction from said level 
position, said means mounted on said support arm in 
cluding a horizontally extending pin which engages a 
radial slot in said wheel to provide a low friction con 
nection between said pin and said wheel. 

4. The beam scale of claim 3 wherein said beam and 
said wheel are mounted at chest height with respect to 
a person standing on said platform, said indicia being 
positioned on said wheel and beam for alignment in the 
level position of said beam. 

5. A beam scale comprising a base and platform, a 
hollow column having a bottom end supported by said 
base, a head assembly being supported at an upper end 
of said column, said head assembly including a balance 
beam and a support arm, said support arm being secured 
to said upper end of said column and extending trans 
versely with respect to said column and having means 
to pivotally support said balance beam, said base being 
of molded plastic and having an upwardly facing shal 
low pocket which is generally rectangular in plan view, 
a metal pan received in said pocket, said pan conform 
ing closely to the shape of said pocket, a force lever 
mounted on said support arm and pivotally connected 
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to said balance beam, a second force lever in said base 
supporting said platform and having one end extending 
into vertical alignment with said column, means at 
tached to said pan for pivotally connecting said second 
force lever to said pan, support means in the corners of 
said pan to pivotally support a plurality of force gather 
ing levers which extend from the corners of said pan 
toward the center of said pan for engagement with said 
second force lever, said force gathering levers support 
ing said platform which is rectangular in shape and 
overlies and encloses said pan, a link interconnecting 
said force levers to transmit force produced by a load 
on said platform to pivot said balance beam, moveable 
weights carried by said balance beam to balance the 
force produced by said load on said platform, means to 
sense a balance condition in said balance beam, said base 
including a laterally projecting column support portion 
which has a downwardly facing pocket into which said 
second force lever and said link extend, said support 
column being of molded plastic and having said bottom 
end secured to said support portion. 

6. A beam scale comprising a base and platform, a 
hollow column having a bottom end supported by said 
base, a head assembly being supported at an upper end 
of said column, said head assembly including a balance 
beam and a support arm, said support arm being secured 
to said upper end of said column and extending trans 
versely with respect to said column and having means 
to‘ pivotally support said balance beam, movable 
weights carried by a balance beam to balance the force 
produced by said load on said platform, means to sense 
a balance condition in said balance beam, said last men 
tioned means including an indicator wheel mounted on 
said beam for rotation about a substantially horizontal 
axis, indicia means on said wheel and said beam to sense 
a balance condition of said beam by indicating when it 
is level, said means to sense a balance condition includ 
ing actuator means mounted on said support arm to 
engage said wheel at a point spaced from its axis of 
rotation to rotate said wheel in opposite directions as 

20 

25 

40 
said balance beam moves in either direction from said . 
level position, said beam and said wheel being mounted 
at chest height with respect to a person standing on said 
platform, said indicia being positioned at the top edge of 
said wheel and on a portion of said beam horizontally 
spaced from the indicia on said wheel for alignment in 
the level position of said beam, said indicia on said 
wheel and said beam being disposed for observation 
from above. 

7. A beam scale comprising a base and platform, a 
hollow column having a bottom end supported by said 
base, a head assembly being supported at an upper end 
of said column, said head assembly including a balance 
beam and a support arm, said support arm being secured 
to said upper end of said column and extending trans 
versely with respect to said column and having means 
to pivotally support said balance beam, movable 
weights carried by a balance beam to balance the force 
produced by said load on said platform, means to sense 
a balance condition in said balance beam, said last men 
tioned means including an indicator wheel mounted on 
said beam for rotation about a substantially horizontal 
axis, indicia means on said wheel and said beam to sense 
a balance condition of said beam by indicating when it 
is level, said means to sense a balance condition includ 
ing actuator means mounted on said support arm to 
engage said wheel at a point spaced from its axis of 
rotation to rotate said wheel in opposite directions as 
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said balance beam moves in either direction from said 
level position, said actuator means mounted on said 
support arm including a horizontally extending pin 
which engages a radial slot in said wheel to provide a 
low friction connection between said pin and said 
wheel. 

8. The beam scale of claim 7 wherein said beam and 
said wheel are mounted at chest height with respect to 
a person standing on said platform, said indicia being 
positioned on said wheel and beam for alignment in the 
level position of said beam. 

9. The beam scale of claim 7 wherein said balance 
beam comprises a rectangular frame having vertical end 
and side walls defining a mechanism chamber, a parti 
tion wall extending across said chamber adjacent one 
end wall, said partition wall being parallel to and spaced 
from said one end wall to accommodate said wheel and 
said actuator means, said wheel having an axle which is 
journaled for rotation in said one end wall and said 
partition wall. 

10. The beam scale of claim 9 including a pair of 
parallel rods extending across said mechanism chamber 
and slidably supportlng said movable weights, said 
frame having a second end wall at the end remote from 
said one end wall, the ends of said rods being mounted 
in said partition wall and said second end wall. 

11. A beam scale comprising a base and platform, a 
hollow column having a bottom end supported by said 
base, a head assembly being supported at an upper end 
of said column, said head assembly including a balance 
beam and a support arm, said support arm being secured 
to said upper end of said column and extending trans 
versely with respect to said column and having means 
to pivotally support said balance beam for oscillation 
about a horizontal axis, said balance beam having a free 
end remote from said horizontal axis which is displaced 
upwardly or downwardly when said balance beam is 
out of balance, movable weights carried by a balance 
beam to balance the force produced by said load on said 
platform, means to sense a balance condition in said 
balance beam, said means including a motion conver 
sion means mounted on said balance beam to convert 
the upward or downward displacement of said free end 
into a horizontal displacement, indicia means on said 
motion conversion means and said beam to sense a bal 
ance condition of said beam by indicating when said 
balance beam is level, said means to sense a balance 
condition including actuator means mounted on said 
support arm to engage said motion conversion means to 
displace an indicator horizontally in opposite directions 
when said free end moves in either direction from its 
balanced position. 

12. A beam scale comprising a base and platform, a 
hollow column having a bottom end supported by said 
base, a head assembly being supported at an upper end 
of said coiumn, said head assembly including a balance 
beam and a support arm, said support arm being secured 
to said upper end of said column and extending trans 
versely with respect to said column and having means 
to pivotally support said balance beam for oscillation 
about a horizontal axis, said balance beam having a free 
end remote from said horizontal axis which is displaced 
upwardly or downwardly when said balance beam is 
out of balance, movable weights carried by a balance 
beam to balance the force produced by said load on said 
platform, means to sense a balance condition in said 
balance beam, said last mentioned means including a 
motion conversion means mounted on said balance 
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beam to convert the upward or downward displace 
ment of said free end into a horizontal displacement, 
indicia means on said motion conversion means and said 
beam to sense a balance condition of said beam by indi 
cating when said balance beam is level, said means to 
sense a balance condition including actuator means 
mounted on said support art to engage said motion 
conversion means to displace an indicator horizontally 
in opposite directions when said free end moves in ei 
ther direction from its balanced position, said actuator 
means mounted on said support arm including a hori 
zontally extending pin which engages said motion con 
version means to provide a low friction connection 
between said support arm and said balance beam. 15 
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13. The beam scale of claim 12 wherein said beam and 

said support arm are mounted at chest height with re 
spect to a person standing on said platform, said indicia 
being positioned on said motion conversion means and 
beam for alignment in the level position of said beam. 

14. The beam scale of claim 12 wherein said balance 
beam comprises a rectangular frame having vertical end 
and side walls de?ning a mechanism chamber, a parti 
tion wall extending across said chamber adjacent one 
end wall, said partition wall being parallel to and spaced 
from said one end wall to accommodate said motion 
conversion means and said actuator means, said motion 
conversion means being mounted in said one end wall 
and said partition wall. 
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